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Abstract
Computer simulation of modern accelerator system is

based on a number of specialized computer codes. Com-
plexity of concerned processes and interpretation of sim-
ulation results requires comfortable and effective tools to
design accelerator structure and beam characteristics, carry
out computer experiments, process and visualize data.
This paper proposes a prototype system with web-interface
which allows the full research cycle: from lattice genera-
tion to data visualization. This approach represents a valu-
able tool for beam physicist providing methods to bench-
mark simulation engines as well as providing additional in-
struments for understanding physical processes in accelera-
tor. The corresponding tools were used in application to the
spin-orbit motion problems in electrostatic accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
In the recent years the development of the industry accel-

erator facilities for various purposes has led to the need to
revise certain provisions of the design process of new sys-
tems and maintenance of existing systems. Operation of
such expensive facilities is not possible without the corre-
sponding information support, as well as during the design
phase and operational phase. To increase the efficiency of
processes in present were developed various technologies,
among which, first of all, we need to mention the EPICS
project [1], which is an integrated set of software and hard-
ware for design and automated management and control
systems for large scientific projects. However, the use of
EPICS is possible only if there is an interaction between
the relevant mathematical models and an integrated infor-
mation processing environment. In particular, for this pur-
pose can effectively be used concept of LEGO objects [2].
In this paper we consider development concept of special
software that provides this kind of communication.

EDM SEARCH PROBLEM
To search the electric dipole moment was proposed to

use polarized protons at the so-called ”magic” momen-
tum of 0.7 GeV/c in an electric storage ring. For study-
ing beam dynamics in electrostatic rings different compu-
tational methods can be used. There should be a lot of
calculations for different lattices, different deflectors, ini-
tial distributions and so on. Many results are not struc-
tured, hard to analyze and a lot of post calculation work
has to be done. For example, to calculate lattice with sev-
eral thousands particles there should be many scripts for
each datafile. Lattice generation, initial beam distribution,

code generating, tracking and data analysis should be done
with the same scripts to be sure in the results.

To solve this problem we need a tool to automate this
process and to be able to make virtual experiments without
long preparations.

SIMULATION PROGRAMS
To study beam dynamics there are a lot of different pro-

gram codes. There are well-known codes like MAD-X [3],
OptiM [4], COSY Infinity [5]. Each program has its own
advantages, disadvantages, and it is very hard to start writ-
ing code without learning and reading manuals. In our sim-
ulations we use COSY Infinity, because it can calculate or-
bit and spin motion in electrostatic accelerators for billion
turns. Unfortunately, it’s not a very simple program and it
needs to be evaluated before using.

DATA ANALYSIS
To analyse data received from simulation program one

needs a lot of work. Usually it’s just a set of raw data (like
coordinates in reference coordinate system), and it is im-
possible to directly compare different simulation programs.
Many important things, like finding tunes (betatron oscilla-
tion frequencies or spin tunes), chromaticities, stability re-
gions and so on have to be done manually and if you have
a lot of lattices it’s could be complicated and long proce-
dure. Data analysis can be fully automated, if you have
usual things to do for each experiment.

WORKING CYCLE
To automate all described things an automated system

should be able to do the following: for a given parti-
cle physicist creates a lattice, system analyzes it in sim-
ple linear model and calculates basic accelerators values,
like TWISS functions, calculates tunes, chromaticities and
so on. After that, if the lattice is good enough, one can
start to evaluate lattice in details, for example, track par-
ticles through the channel. Experimenter can choose ini-
tial distribution (e.g. shaped like a Gaussian function or
uniformly distributed in the given interval), initial polar-
ization, choose number of turns, select simplectication
method. After the tracking has been done, data could be an-
alyzed (trajectories could be plotted, tunes could be found
using Fourier analysis). Using this data, lattice can be
changed in the desirable way and the whole process could
be repeated. Also the system can change some lattice pa-
rameters automatically and find what changes in the result.
This can be used to optimize channel and to find minimum
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Beam parameters

(particle mass, charge, gyromagnetic ratio, energy)

Lattice design, tunes calculation, TWISS functions plotting

Multiparticle tracking and lattice evaluation

Data analysis, orbit plotting, tunes calculation, SCT calculation

Results reviewing manually or optimizing using parameters

Changing lattice parameters

Optimized lattice

Figure 1: Program’s working cycle.

or maximum values. For example, in the EDM project
we need an electrostatic lattice with high spin coherence
time (SCT) — time while the beam conserves initial hor-
izontal polarization, and this value can be changed using
different deflectors [6] or sextupoles [7]. So, in this prob-
lem, the system can optimize structure with free parame-
ters, like field in the deflectors, or sextupoles strength, in
order to maximize SCT. The whole working cycle is ex-
plained on Figure 1.

SYSTEM PROTOTYPE
The system prototype is made as a web site which al-

lows user access the system using only any modern web
browser, on any platform. The system consists of the fol-
lowing components:

• core application;

• web front-end;

• engine servers (with COSY Infinity application);

• task distributor service;

• file distribution service;

• database to store the results;

• filestore server for long-time results storing;

• analysis server.

Figure 2 shows a diagram with all components.
Core application is written on Python and it connects all

components int one whole thing. User interacts with the
system through a web browser. Web application is writ-
ten on Django to simplify web development, using default

User

Web interface

Simulation core

Engine Engine Engine

Database

Core

Task distributor Data analyser FDS

Figure 2: Program’s diagram.

Figure 3: Screenshot with beam selection.

Django user account control and database model. After
logging on to the web site user can start simulation process.

On this page user has to select beam (or define a new
one) and than to define lattice using COSY Infinity syntax
to describe particle physics elements. Beam selection page
is shown on Figure 3. The simple lattice looks like

DL .1 ; {drift}

MQ .2 .1 .05 ; {quadrupole}

DL .1 ;

MQ .2 -.1 .05 ; {defocussing quadrupole}

DL .1 ;

After this step, the system shows plot with TWISS func-
tions and gives some values from linear analysis. Then one
can start to evaluate lattice in details.

For tracking particles through the system, one shold de-
fine initial distribution. Also it is possible to specify free
parameters in the lattice, like drift length, quadrupole or
sextupole strength, RF-cavity frequency and so on and to
change it to see how the lattice behaves.

To perform tracking one needs to have engine servers
added. This is just a Unix server with Python interpreter
and Fortran compiler installed. To add server one needs to
know SSH-credentials and the system will install necessary
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scripts and compile COSY Infinity from scratch using For-
tran compiler provided. After compiling COSY Infinity for
the first time, engine is in working state and can be used
to execute COSY Infinity programs. Communication be-
tween the core and the workers is done via RPyC protocol
over SSH secure channel.

Experimenter needs to specify order of calculations,
number of processors to be used and select the engines
where calculations will be performed. To start tracking,
core initially prepares COSY Infinity source file with all
necessary routines, like lattice description, map generation,
initial data generation, repetitive tracking and output results
to the file. After source file is generated, task distribution
service sends it to the engines. When engine finishes sim-
ulations, it sends a signal to the core and the core starts to
analyze data.

Data analysis process consists of several steps: data
fetching, filtering the results, calculating values and plot-
ting. COSY Infinity saves data to file on the machine where
it is installed, but the data could be analyzed on another ma-
chine. To distribute the data across all machines, file dis-
tribution service (FDS) is used. Each file in the system has
a unique hash value which is stored in the FDS. Also FDS
knows on which server the file is located. When the simu-
lation program finishes the execution, the resulting data file
added to the FDS and this could be fetched on any machine
when needed.

Data analysis script runs on an arbitrary machine and it
knows hash of the data file. Script fetches the data file, per-
forms analysis and sends analyzed data to the core. The
core saves the results to the database, which is used to store
lattices, file hashes and analyzed data, so when the user
wants to analyze lattice which is already in the database,
the system will show the results without performing recal-
culation.

After all these steps, the web site represents the results
to the user. On Figure 4 the page with the results is shown.

Also the user can download raw datafiles to do the anal-
ysis by hand. After reviewing the results, the experi-
menter can change free lattice parameters, analyze the sys-
tem again, or this can be done using optimizer and some
analyzed value can be maximized or minimized. The pro-
cedure could take a long time, but it can be done on dif-
ferent workers to parallelize calculations. All plots can be
saved as raw datafiles or as a PostScript file.

All lattices are stored in the database forever and one can
find the needed results, even if the calculation was done
long time ago. This can simplify life of experimenter and
there is no need to remember all parameters of calculations
as they are all stored.

Figure 4: Analyzed data.

CONCLUSION
The system proposed in this article can significantly sim-

plify carrying out the virtual experiments. The system now
is in early development stage and many improvements can
be made, like plotting analyzed values depending on the
free lattice parameters, code generation for different sim-
ulation programs can be added, also version to support
multi-particle tracking on the MPI-systems can be devel-
oped.
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